Xiaomi Yi Selfie Stick by Quik Pod
LAS VEGAS, Nev., March 4, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Quik Pod®, the
original patented selfie stick for digital cameras, announces compatibility
with the new Xiaomi Yi action camera. Voted the best selfie stick by the Wall
Street Journal and used by tourists and athletes worldwide, Quik Pod confirms
that it is working to distribute the original North American designed selfie
stick to consumers in China.
Quik Pod selfie sticks work with all smartphones, GoPro, Sony and Xiaomi
Action cameras.
Selfie stick inventor Wayne Fromm (China Patent #ZL201330332787.8 and US
patent #7,684,694), is pleased to see the worldwide acceptance of his
invention, and how it is used creatively by millions of people.
With Xiaomi making action photography affordable to the masses, company
president Wayne Fromm is looking forward to bringing the excitement of a high
quality selfie stick to Chinese action camera users.
“Our selfie sticks have been tested from the Dead Sea to the Arctic; they
meet stringent quality control and engineering standards. I’m looking forward
to seeing selfie action photos from all over the great nation of China,” says
Fromm.
For more information on the original selfie stick, visit:
http://www.QuikPod.com/ or http://www.YiSelfieStick.com/ — or follow them on
Twitter at: https://twitter.com/quikpod.
View this press release in Chinese: http://quikpod.com/media/xiaomi-yi.pdf.
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*Photo Caption: Quik Pod – “The Original “Selfie Stick.”
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